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The electronic structure of Cu, Ag, and Au impurities in silicon is studied self-consistently using
the quasiband crystal-field Green s-function method. We find that a substitutional model results in
a two-level (acceptor and donor), three-charge-state (A+, A, and 3 ) system, which suggests that
these defects are amphoteric. Our results show that these substitutional impurities form e-type and
t2-type crystal-field resonances (CFR) near the center of the valence band and a dangling-bond hy-
brid {DBH) t2 level in the gap. The e " and t2" states are fully occupied and represent the per-
turbed and hybridized impurity atomic orbitals (not simply a "d' " configuration). They are mag-
netically and electrically inactive but are predicted to be optically active in the uv, producing both
impurity-bound core excitons as well as localized-to-itinerant d~s transitions with their attendant
multiplet structure. The t 2 gap level comprises antibonding hybrids of the central impurity orbi-
tals with the vacancy dangling bonds. Its delocalization suggests that both the exchange splitting
and the many-electron multiplet separations are small, as opposed to the situation encountered in
main-group 3d impurities (e.g. , Cr, Mn, Fe) in silicon. Consequently, for group-IB impurities,
Jahn-Teller distortions should not be suppressed; the magnetic and electrical response of the system
is then determined by these split-off components of the t2 orbital. The calculated donor and ac-

ceptor transition energies suggest a 0. 15—0.25 eV lattice relaxation energy and that a spin S=
2

resonance may be observed for Si:Au if the Fermi energy is located above the donor but below the
acceptor energy. Study of the bonding in these systems suggests a depopulation of the atomic s and
d orbitals and participation of the metal p orbitals in bond formation. The results of this study con-
flict both with the Ludwig-Woodbury ionic model and with the s electron (i.e., corelike d orbital)
model. Calculations for interstitial gold in Si reveal a hyperdeep s-like a~ state just below the
valence-band minimum, few d-like resonances in the lower part of the valence band, and a virtually
bound and delocalized a~ state just near the conduction-band minimum. This state can lead to a
simple shallow-donor behavior. Our model for the substitutional and interstitial group-IB impuri-
ties is used to discuss site-exchange reactions and to analyze various models employed previously to
describe the electronic level schemes for these centers.

I. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical understanding of transition-atom im-
purities in semiconductors has progressed remarkably in
the last few years. ' Compared with the simpler, sp-
electron impurities or with isolated lattice defects, the
field of d-electron impurities in semiconductors exhibits a
far richer spectrum of optical, electric, magnetic and
structural phenomena (e.g., see the recent review of data
in Ref. 9), complementing the well-studied classical fields
of d-electron impurities in octahedral oxides'+' and coor-
dination chemistry of d-electron compounds. '+"' Major
advances have been achieved through the development of
modern, self-consistent computational techniques and sys-
tematic studies of series of impurities (i.e., rows in the
Periodic Table) thereby identifying chemical trends and
regularities. The system of group-IB impurities —Cu, Ag,
and Au in silicon —although of vast experimental in-
terest, " " has hardly been studied theoretically. In this
work we apply the self-consistent quasiband crystal-field
Green's-function method to study, for the first time, the
chemical trends down a column in the transition series-
the 3d, 4d, and 5d group.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION

Group-M (Cu, Ag, and Au) impurities may be, experi-
mentally, the most studied impurity centers in silicon,
judging from the number of publications reviewed recent-
ly" and from a citation index search. Some of the factors
contributing to this proliferation of studies are the com-
mon technological use of gold as a minority-carrier life-
time controlling center, ' ' the role of copper in silicon
solar cells, ' and the technological use of noble-metal con-
tacts to silicon, ' ' including group-IB silicide forma-
tion. ' We will not try to give a comprehensive review of
all data here, but focus instead on the experimentally
best-established properties of isolated noble-atom impuri-
ties in silicon that are most pertinent to the construction
of a model for the electronic structure of these centers.
We focus chiefly on- the gold center, for which more ex-
perimental results are available.

A. Solubility and diffusion

Ciroup-I impurities in silicon are superfast interstitial
diffusers. Wilcox and LaChapelle "have suggested that
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the diffusion occurs via a substitutional-interstitial
vacancy-controlled mechanism. The picture that emerges
from their study on Si:Au is one of a rapidly diffusing in
terstitial Au atom (diffusion coefficient at 1200'C of
D=2.3X10 cm /sec) capturing the mobile vacancies
to form substitutional gold, which is essentially immobile
(diffusion coefficient at 1200 C of D =2.9 X 10
cm /sec). An alternative "kick-out" mechanism, ' ' in
which an interstitial impurity kicks a substitutional host
silicon atom off its site, producing interstitial silicon and
a substitutional impurity, seems very plausible too. When
a high-vacancy concentration is available (e.g., Ge), the
vacancy-diffusion mechanism may dominate over the
kick-out mechanism. The diffusion activation barriers
were determined to be 8.9+2 kcal/mole for the interstitial
mechanism and a much larger value of 47+10 kcal/mole
for the substitutional mechanism. This suggests that most
of the gold would eventually be trapped in substitutional
sites. The fast interstitial diffusion suggests that the final
geometry of the substitutionally trapped impurity will de-
pend on the details (i.e., temperature rate) of the quench-
ing and annealing. " Indeed, Morooka et aI. " ob-
served a high-temperature undistorted substitutional Au
in Si as well as a low-temperature (conventional) off-
substitutional gold. Analysis of the system's enthropy led
Van Vechten and Thurmond to conclude that the gold
center was probably coupled to a lattice vacancy remain-
ing in some off-substitutional site. The interstitial (i)
solubility S;(T) was determined ' to be

S;(T)=5.95X10 exp[( —58+10 kcal)/RT],
whereas the substitutional(s) solubility was

S,(T)=8.15 X 10 exp[( —40.6 kcal)/RT],

both below 1200'C. For Si:Cu, the interstitial diffusion
coefficient is 0.76X10 cm /sec at 500 C (it is the
fastest interstitial-diffusing species in silicon) with an ac-
tivation energy of 9.9 kcal/mole. A similarly large dif-
fusion coefficient was observed for silver in silicon. A
survey of solubility data indicates that group-IB impuri-
ties have among the largest solubilities of all transition
atoms in silicon, with a maximum of —10' cm and
10' cm for Au and Cu, respectively, around 1300'C.
Interestingly, the substitutional-to-interstitial solubility ra-
tio is found to depend strongly on both the
impurity " ' ' (i.e., Cu, Ag, or Au) and the host
crystal, "(Si or Ge) but a clear doping-induced solubili-
ty enhancement is observed for a fixed impurity-host pair.
Electrolysis experiments show that Cu diffusion in Si at
1100'C is field dependent (whereas that of Au is not) sug-
gesting that Cu diffuses as a charged Cu+ species. The
relatively large solubility and superfast interstitial dif-
fusion have significant implications on both the electric
properties and the chemical characteristics of group-IB
impurities. We review these next.

B. Complexes

The large diffusion constants of group-IB interstitial
impurities suggest that even under rapid quenching condi-
tions it is difficult to initially trap those impurities in sub-

stitutional sites. This, together with the large electronega-
tivity of gold (2.4 on Pauling's scale), contributes to the
formation of numerous complexes, both with intentionally
introduced electropositive dopants and unintentional trace
impurities. Among these we note the iron-gold com-
plexes' observed in electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR), the oxygen-gold complex, ' the phosphorus-gold
complex, ' numerous complexes between 3d impuri-25(b), 30

ties and gold, ' and between copper and various
donors. " The occurrence of these (often) uncontrolled
material- and processing-dependent complexes is a major
factor contributing both to the poor reproducibility of
many experimental results and to the slow progress made
over the past 30 years in developing a comprehensive, mi-
croscopic model for the isolated group-IB centers. Note,
however, that despite the ample evidence for complexes of
Au in Si, it does not follow that they are related to the ac-
ceptor and donor levels usually attributed to isolated Au.
Even if completely different defect centers might acciden-
tally show similar ionization energies, " one would expect
that coupling of the same impurity (Au) with such dif-
ferent partners as iron or oxygen would produce substan-
tial shifts in the ionization energies of the center (at least
if the impurity pair were brought close together, e.g., to
nearest-neighbor distance). Even if the complex defect
were thought of as a pair of impurities interacting via
charge transfer through a distance of a few bond
lengths, the isolated impurity model might still be valid
for most practical purposes.

C. Electrical levels

The inability to quench sufficiently rapidly copper im-
purities in silicon (they precipitate as clusters or oxygen
complexes' ' ) leads to the appearance of a multitude of
copper-related species and a corresponding spread in elec-
trical levels, essentially covering the entire band gap of sil-
icon. It appears that experiment alone could not deter-
mine the electrical levels of an isolated Cu impurity in sil-
icon, although substantial evidence points to its being a
triple acceptor with no donor action. " The situation is
somewhat clearer for Si:Ag and Si:Au. For Si:Ag, many
workers argue (e.g. , Refs. 33 and 35) that it is associated
with an acceptor level at E(0/ )=E,—0.29 eV an—d a
donor level at E(OI+ )=E„+0.32+0.05 eV, but Yau and
Sah " ' suggest those to be at E(0/ )=E,—0.593 —eV
and E(OI+)=E„+0.405 eV, respectively, and Fahrner
and Goetzberger find E(OI )=E,—0.—36 eV and
E(OI+)=E,+0.33 eV. In recent works, Tavendale
and Pearton have reported for Si:Ag a hole trap at
E, +0.48 eV, and determined that the donor state occurs
at E, +0.29 eV in p-type Si, and that the acceptor state
occurs at E,—0.54 eV in n-type Si (a value which agrees
more closely with the results of Yau and Sah"" '). For
Si:Au, the best-established results show the oc-
currence of an acceptor in n-type Si at E(OI )—
=E„+0.63 eV and a donor at E(0/+ ) =E„+0.35 eV in
p-type Si. These values have been determined by means
of a direct acceptor electron-trapping technique, junc-
tion photocurrent measurements, direct photoconduc-
tivity, or deep-level transient spectroscopy ' (DLTS),
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and they include the standard T temperature correction.
The overall picture is that Si:Cu has a triple acceptor (in-
dicating that it takes a substitutional or near-
substitutional site), but Si:Ag and Si:Au have a single ac-
ceptor and a single donor each.

In the work of Braun and Grimmeiss, threshold ener-
gies were measured for the Au acceptor, both through
electron emission from the conduction band (at
E,—0.555 eV) and through hole emission from the
valence band (at E, +0.61 eV). The sum of these energies
(1.166 eV) was close to the Si band gap at the temperature
at which the experiment was done, suggesting that the gap
level relaxes in a similar way when the carrier is either in
the conduction or the valence band. For the Au donor,
the corresponding results were E, —(0.75—0.83) eV for
electron emission and E, +0.345 for hole emission, which
similarly implies a small net relaxation difference. Photo-
luminescence experiments show a sharp emission line
and a peak at 0.78 eV (i.e., at -E,+0.37 eV), which is at-
tributed to the donor final state. This is close to the value
of -E„+0.345 eV obtained under equilibrium thermal
emission.

Using the best-established values for the single-acceptor
and single-donor energies of Si:Au, one would obtain an
effective Mott-Hubbard Coulomb repulsion energy of
U=E(OI+) —E(OI—)=0.28 eV, if it were assumed that
both transitions resulted from the same center (i.e., the
impurity was "amphoteric"). For Si:Ag, one obtains
U=0. 32 eV. This point is, however, the subject of an
ongoing controversy. We discuss this point next.

D. Is Si:Au amphoteric?

Whereas twenty years ago it seemed to have been
universally accepted that gold forms a substitutional im-
purity in silicon, and that this center is responsible both
for the acceptor level at E(0/ —) =E„+0.63 eV and the
donor level E(OI+ ) =E„+0.35 eV (amphoteric center),
recent conflicting measurements on emission and capture
cross sections have raised some doubts on this identifica-
tion. A recent compilation" of cross sections for these
transitions shows a bewildering spread of- data obtained
by modern techniques on high-purity silicon in different
laboratories. Lang et al. have conducted a series of mea-
surements on diodes made. from Czochralski-type Si and
from epitaxially-grown Si and found sufficiently different
characteristics of the acceptor emission data in both cases
to conclude that there is no single Au-related acceptor
state in Si. Paradoxically, however, comparison of the ac-
ceptor thermal emission rates of Si:Au to five other
midgap levels (Ag, Co, Rh, S, and process-induced levels)
showed all to be identical. The apparently different con-
centration of the donor and acceptor electrical levels in
Si:Au (although most differences were within experimen-
tal uncertainties) had further supported the contention of
Lang et al. that these levels do not belong to the same
center. Similarly, Wu and Peaker' have observed, in sup-
port of this suggestion, that differences in emission cross
sections correspond approximately to different impurity
diffusion treatments. However, they did not rule out the
possibility of Au being amphoteric (different material

treatments alter the impurity distribution, electric and
strain fields). ""

These controversies have motivated Ledebo and Wang"
to undertake a careful measurement of the time depen-
dence of the occupation numbers for the donor and accep-
tor states in Si:Au during optical excitations. Their data
give strong evidence that both levels correspond to the
same single defect, i e , t.h.at Si:Au is an amphoteric center.
The conclusion that Si:Au is a two-level (donor and accep-
tor), three-charge-state (Au+, Au, and Au ) system has
been further corroborated by the analysis of profile con-
centrations of both levels by capacitance transients and by
Au-Fe pairing (in particular, the observation of the reap-
pearance of isolated gold signals after thermal dissociation
of the Au-Fe complex ' '). Furthermore, it has been re-
cently suggested that apparent differences in concentra-
tions of the acceptor and donor levels are consistent with
an amphoteric center, based on the occurrence of
electron-hole exchange transitions. (This suggestion, how-
ever, may not even be needed to explain the data.

E. Degeneracy factor

The temperature dependence of emission rates involves
both the exponential factor of the transition enthalpy and
a preexponential factor X;= exp(b, S; /k) related to the
transition entropy AS; for i =p or n, corresponding to p-
and n-type doping, respectively. ' " The entropy
change includes both electronic and vibrational (vib in su-
perscript) components, the former being simply the ratio
go /g& of the level degeneracy of the empty level (go) and
the singly occupied electronic level (g&). Hence, the de-
generacy factors are X„=go /g& exp(bS„"' /k) for n-type
materials and X =g& /go exp(bS~" /k) for p-type materi-
als, where b,S;"' are the corresponding vibrational transi-
tion entropies. Thus, measurement of the temperature
dependence of the emission rates can be used to deduce
the electron level degeneracies g and aid in the identifi-
cation of the emitting level. Such experimental studies
have produced widely conflicting results: e.g., X„=48
and 20, both obtained by Lang et ah. from their two
samples: X„=47.5, obtained by the same authors from
the data of Brotherton and Bicknell, and X„=1.04,
from the data of Nagasawa and Schulz. Brotherton and
Lowther ' ' have obtained X„=38and have noted that a
similar calculation of X„ for the Pt acceptor (Pt is
isoelectronic with Au ) yields a far smaller value of X„
(0.5), which suggested to them that the acceptor transition
in Si:Au involves a far larger entropy (i.e., lattice distor-
tions) change than that in Si:Pt . From their estimate of
the vibrational entropy b,S„"' =2.85k (based on equating it
with the corresponding change in the band-gap entropy)
they deduce go /g, =X„exp(—2.85)=2.2, using their
value X„=38 for the Si:Au acceptor. Assuming zero vi-
brational entropy change for the corresponding transition
in Pt, they obtain go /g& ——X„=0.5 for Si:Pt . The dif-
ferent electronic degeneracy factors for Si:Au and Si:Pt
were interpreted by Brotherton and Lowther to suggest
that the acceptor transitions in Au and Pt commenced
from different one-electron levels. This conclusion ap-
pears, however, to be questionable in view of the large
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scatter in temperature dependence of the emission rates
and the corresponding scatter in the X„values for Si:Au
(1 &X„&48).

Fewer experimental values are available for the donor
degeneracy factor Xz. Lang eI; al." found Xq ——5.7,
whereas Brotherton and Lowther" ' ' suggested from their
data that X& ——3.6. This is similar to Xz ——3.7, which they
deduced for the Pt center, suggesting to them a similar
transition in both cases, one related primarily to an im-
purity s-like level rather than a lattice-vacancy-like level.
However, a recent very careful study showed Xz ——20,
close to the value Xz ——16 obtained earlier by Bruckner. '

Accepting this recent value X&
——20+2, obtained by two

independent methods with two different devices on the
same Si wafer, one concludes that Lowther's conclusion of
the similar origin of the donor transitions in Si:Au and
Si:Pt and his contention that acceptor and donor transi-
tions in Si:Au commence from two different levels (with
large and small relaxation changes, respectively) are both
unsupported by recent data.

The way in which degeneracy factors can be used to
delineate different electronic structure models for these
centers has been illustrated by Ralph. He considered
two possible energy-level models for Si:Au: the one-
electron level, leading to acceptor and donor action, could
be either ligandlike (i.e., p-type orbitals) or impuritylike
(i.e., d-type orbitals). In the first case, the neutral and
negatively charged centers Au and Au would have p
and p" configurations, respectively; whereas, in the latter
case, the configurations would be d and d, respectively.
These differing possibilities would then lead to different
predictions of electronic degeneracies. Ralph then ob-
tained the many-electron multiplet terms appropriate for
either case and delineated the ground-state from the
excited-state configurations on the basis of an assumption
of strong Coulomb and spin-orbit interactions. Hence, he
obtained (acceptor) electronic degeneracy factors ranging
from —,

' to 4 for the p-orbital model and a degeneracy fac-
tor of 4 for the d-orbital model. Although the results
were not conclusive and omitted the vibrational entropy
factor, he favored the latter results on the assumption that
the electrically active levels in Si:Au were presumably
similar to those in 3d-doped Si, where the overriding role
of the d component had been established. This question
of the orbital origin of the electrically active gap levels
remained unsolved.

F. Electron paramagnetic resonance

Another factor contributing to the lack of a microscop-
ic model for group-IB impurities in Si is the failure to ob-
serve any EPR that could be associated with an isolated
impurity. Recently, Hohne observed the EPR of gold-
related centers in Si. In addition to the signal of Cu-Au
clusters, he also observed another center with a highly an-
isotropic g factor, suggestive of a very low C~l, symmetry.
He concluded that since a Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion can-
not lower the symmetry below C2„, the even lower C&I,

symmetry he observed had to be related to complex for-
mation with a nearby defect, such as carbon, sulfur, or a
3d atom. Two other centers [denoted as Au(1) and

Au(2)] were initially thought to be related to substitution-
al gold; however, Kleinhenz and co-workers
showed that the Au(1) spectrum was identical to that of
the Fe-Au complex observed by them earlier. " The
failure to observe an isolated Au EPR signal even at a He
temperature is surprising, since the isoelectronic Pt
center has long been known to produce a distinctive sig-
nal, ' displaying a dihedral distortion associated
presumably with a tetragonal deformation, with a possible
small trigonal component and a spin S= —,'. The fact that
Pt gives such a spin value itself is surprising, since a
standard ionic model (cf. Sec. IIIA) would predict that
the d s state of the isolated Pt ion would become d
when Pt replaced the tetravalent silicon atom to form a
substitutional impurity. Such d configurations in
tetrahedral substitutional symmetry are known to give
three unpaired electrons with spin 5= —,. Recent
suggestions "that the observed Pt center involves Pt-
Pt pairs have been disputed.

Symmetry information, usually found through EPR ex-
periments, can also be deduced from the study of optical
transitions and ion backscattering. Thebault et al. stud-
ied the 0.78-eV luminescence band of the gold center at
high resolution and concluded that the zero-phonon
luminescence originated from an internal transition at the
Au defect. From the line structure, the authors deduced
that the symmetry of the center was lowered from Td, al-
though they could not give a detailed model for the dis-
tortion. Ion backscattering experiments ' ' on Si:Au sug-
gest that almost all of the gold is on the substitutional
site; however, within the precision of the data and its
analysis it is not possible to distinguish the exact substitu-
tional site from a slightly distorted substitutional site.

Cx. Photoemission

It is not common to apply photoemission techniques to
study impurities in semiconductors, since their solubility
limit is often below that necessary to observe photoemis-
sion. However, contacts of gold and silver to silicon are
known to produce, ' ' past a critical layer thickness and
deposition temperature, an intermixed layer characteristic
of dilute noble-metal silicides, with large metal-metal dis-
tances, well above the bulk metallic values. While the
concentrations often exceed the impurity equilibrium
solubility limit, chemical shifts in the metal d states due
to concentration changes' ' do not exceed —1 eV.
Within this range, it is possible to determine from such
studies the approximate energy location of the occupied
group-IB induced —levels inside the ualence band, infor-
mation that cannot be obtained from electrical measure-
ments. Such experiments indicate that under conditions
where the noble-metal atoms are dispersed inside silicon
in a dilute form, one observes both a noble-metal d signal
and changes in the s-electron density of states at the lower
part of the valence band. For instance, Au in Si produces
a 5d spin-orbit doublet around' -E,—6 eV. This Au 5d
structure moves to somewhat higher binding energies as
the temperature is raised, and a better sample homogeni-
zation is obtained. This structure arises unambiguously
from Au (as characteristic gold core levels are simultane-
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ously observed) and was interpreted' ' ' as arising from
bonding combinations of Au 5d with Si sp orbitals. In
addition to this structure, another signal appears' at
higher binding energies, around E, —10+1 eV, because of
modification (rehybridization) in the s-orbital density of
states. For the Si:Ag system, ' ' the Ag 4d-induced state
appears around E, —4.3 eV, and the s-like state appears
around E,—11 eV. These studies indicate unequivocally
that the noble-metal d electrons cannot be considered as
chemically inert, since their levels appear in the upper
part of the valence band, much as in noble-atom interme-
tallic compounds, or chalcopyrites (e.g. , CuGaS2), or
group-IB halides.

H. Summary

From the survey of the observed properties of group-IB
impurities in silicon, we find the following points to be
both significant and interesting.

(i) Interstitial diffusivity is very high; substitutional dif-
fusivity is extremely low. An intriguing free-carrier
dependence of the solubility is present.

(ii) Chemical complexes and precipitates overshadow
many of the properties of the isolated impurities and im-

ply that extra caution (and skepticism) has to be exercised
in interpreting the data in terms of isolated impurities.

(iii) These impurities are most probably amphoteric and
consistently show for Si:Au a single acceptor level at
-E,+0.63 eV in n-type material and a single donor level
at -E„+0.35 eV in p-type material, whereas the corre-
sponding values for Si:Ag are an acceptor around E, +0.6
eV and a donor around E, +0.3 eV. No such levels could
be determined with any certainty for Si:Cu. If one as-
sumes the gold center to be amphoteric, the data imply an
effective electron-electron repulsion of U(Au )=0.28 eV
and U(Ag )=0.3 eV, characteristic both of the Si unre-
laxed vacancy and other 3d impurities in Si (e.g. , Fe, Mn,
Cr)..

(iv) No reliable information can yet be extracted from
the measured degeneracy factors, although the data seem
to point to a substantial relaxation entropy for both accep-
tor and donor transitions in Si:Au. Analysis of the data
does not point conclusively to either ligandlike (p-orbital)
or metallike (d-orbital) characteristics of the gap levels.

(v) Surprisingly, no EPR signal was observed for
Si:Au, although its isovalent impurity Si:Pt shows a
S= —, spectra with substantial atom pairing consistent
with a tetragonal distortion (with a possible small trigonal
component) reminiscent of that of the negatively charged
silicon vacancy V

(vi) Photoemission data show that the noble-metal d
electrons show up as a resonance in the upper part of the
Si valence band (in the range of E„—4 to E„—6 eV) and
hence cannot be considered chemically inert. In addition,
an s-electron structure appears in the lower part of the
valence band around E„—(10+1)eV.

One cannot avoid the conclusion that the present under-
standing of the nature of the states of noble-atom impuri-
ties in. silicon, after 30 years of intense experimental stud-
ies, is at best sketchy. Therefore, we review next the con, -

ceptual models that have been previously adapted to simi-

lar systems, in an attempt to establish the basic physical
features and open theoretical issues of this system.

III. CONCEPTUAL MODELS

A. Ionic model

The most successful model for describing qualitatively
the electronic structure of d-electron substitutional impur-
ities in silicon is that of Ludwig and Woodbury (LW), a
model that has also been applied since its description over
20 years ago of 3d-electron impurities in many other semi-
conductors.

The model assumes that the fivefold degenerate atomic
d orbital (tenfold, including spin) is split in the substitu-
tional tetrahedral site symmetry of the solid into a two-
fold degenerate e orbital (fourfold, including spin) and a
threefold degenerate t2 orbital (sixfold, including spin) lo-
cated at higher energy by the amount bcF ("crystal-field
splitting, "CF). Out of the N valence electrons of the free
atom in the configuration d"s (with N=n+m), a num-
ber M equal to the valence of the host atom being re-
placed (M =4 in Si, M = 3 in Ga As, and M =2 in MgO)
are supplied to remake the broken bonds, leaving
n +m —M electrons to occupy the e and t2 "gap levels, "
associated with the metal d states. This assumption im-
plies that, in the neutral state of the impurity, M fewer
electrons are available to it relative to the free atom.
Hence, its oxidation state becomes +M; e.g., Cu(1) for
neutral Na Cl:Cu, Fe(2) for MgO:Fe, and Cr(3) for
GaAs:Cr . These missing electrons are said to be taken
first from the metal s orbital, i.e., an s —+d population in-
version is said to occur. LW assumed, from the abundant
data on d-electron impurities in oxides available at the
time (e.g. , reviews in Refs. 61 and 62), that these
n+ m —M electrons occupied the gap levels in such a way
that the maximum spin S was attained (Hund's rule). For
example, for Mn, Fe, and Co with %=7, 8, and 9 elec-
trons, respectively, the configurations of the neutral
centers in silicon (M =4) were e t 2, e t 2, and e t 2,
respectively, and the oxidation state was 4+ for all neu-
tral centers. These configurations would have violated the
Fermi statistics (holes are left in the e orbital below the
occupied tq orbital), were it not for the additional assump-
tion that each of these space orbitals is further split by the
exchange (x ) interaction b,„ into spin-up (t+ and e+ ) and
spin-down (t and e ) components, and that the level or-
dering is e+ &t+ &e &t, i.e., the t+ level crosses the
e level, or 6 & b,c„. This leads to the configurations
e+t+e t, e+t+e t, and e+t+e t for neutral sub-2 1.0 0 ~ 2 2 0 0 2 3 0 0

stitutional Mn, Fe, and Co impurities, respectively, in sil-
icon, i.e., the aufbau principle of successive shell filling is
fulfilled. We refer to this level ordering as "high-spin-
like" (HSL), to distinguish it from the "low-spin-like"
(LSL) ordering of e+ &e &t+ &t, where the t+ level
does not cross below the e level. The single assumption
of a HSL-level ordering for all d impurities was sufficient
in the LW model to explain the spin values and the trends
in g values (including temperature effects) in a number of
d-electron impurities in Si which were known at that
time. The same model was extended with similar suc-
cess to all 3d impurities in GaAs, CiaP, and InP.
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The LW model is essentially identical to similar models
used at the time of their work to explain the properties of
d-electron impurities in ionic cubic oxides (e.g. , review ar-
ticles in Refs. 61 and 62) or the band structure of bulk
transition-metal oxides (e.g., reviews in Refs. 63 and 64).
The only significant difference is that in the tetrahedral-
site symmetry of Si, the e level is below the tz level,
whereas in octahedrally coordinated (i.e., Ot, ) oxides (e.g. ,

MgO, NiO) the order is reversed. The application of the
model to bulk compounds is illustrated in Fig. 1. Using

first the tetrahedrally coordinated CuC1 as an example
[Fig. 1(a)], the chlorine p orbital, having five electrons in
the neutral atomic state, is assumed to lie lower in energy
than the metal d orbitals, occupied by ten electrons. As
metal-ligand bonding is switched on, the chlorine p band
becomes fully occupied by removing the M=1 electron
from atomic Cu d' s'. It forms the occupied Cl p band
(VB2), above the Cl s band (VBl). The n+m —M=10
electrons left on Cu+ fill the metal e and t2 orbitals in a
closed-shell e t2 configuration which forms in CuC1 the
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Pd, Pt ) in a tetravalent host crystal with tetrahedral symmetry (Si,Cxe).
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upper valence band (VB3) below the empty metal-s con-
duction band (CB). Hence, the s orbital of the metal atom
becomes effectively depopulated in the solid, as it does in
the LW model. This picture is substantiated by modern
band-structure calculations. In NiO [Fig. 1(b)] the 0
2p atomic level becomes fully occupied in the solid,
forming the 0 2p band (VB2, often referred to as the
o band), leaving n +m —2 =9 electrons to the Ni + d
states. These nine electrons fill completely the t2 band
but leave the upper e band only half-filled. This open-
shell structure gives rise to a series of multiplets that are
entirely analogous to the d —+d excitations observed in
3d impurities in III-V compound semiconductors, as
well as to the magnetic properties of NiO. Finally, the
same model applies to the Cu and Ag impurities in alkali
hahdes [Fig. 1(c)], which have been studied recently.
After the transfer of M = 1 electrons from the impurity to
the lattice, the ten remaining electrons form the t2e im-
purity levels. The empty impurity a& and t& levels remain
unoccupied and higher in the band gap. Optical transi-
tions of the e a ~e a '

type (giving the 'E singlet and the
E triplet) or r a ~t a' type (producing the 'T+ T mul

tiplets) are observed, ' ' in analogy with the free-ion Cu+
d' s —+d s' exeitations. In all eases shown in Fig. 1 the
simple LW-type ionic model correctly explains numerous
experimental observations and is consistent with the result
of subsequent accurate electronic structure calcula-
tions. ' ' As can be seen from Fig. 1, the essence of
the model is that the Iigand orbitals L are assumed to lie
below the d orbitals of the transition (T) atom

Figure 2 illustrates the application of the LW model to
substitutional X=11 electron impurities (e.g., Au, Cu,
Ag, Pt, and Ni ) in a tetravalent (M=4) host crystal
(Si, Cie). As in Fig 1, one assumes that the ligand atomic
orbitals L are lower in energy than the. d orbitals of the
metal impurity T. In this case, the s' and p (i.e., sp )
orbitals of the ligand [Fig. 2(a)] form bonding combina-
tions with the corresponding metal orbitals, resulting [Fig.
2(b)] in filled ligand bands of the a

&
and tz symmetries,

respectively (analogous to VBl and VB2 of Fig 1). Af.ter
remaking the broken ligand bonds, n+m —4=7 electrons
are available to the metal impurity itself, which has now
become a Au(4+) species. These seven electrons fill the
t2 and e levels in the e tz high-spin configuration for the
neutral center [or e r for the positive center and e t for
the negative center; cf. Fig. 2(c)]. The inclusion of ex-
change interactions results in the Hund's-rule level occu-
pations and multiplet states indicated in the first column
(HS) of Fig. 2(d); a LSL-level arrangement (rejected by
LW) would result in the multiplets denoted in the second
column of Fig. 2(d). The e+t+e ( A2) neutral center
has an open shell and can show (charge-conserving) intra-' transitions [Fig. 2(d)], as well as a donor transition
e+r+e ( A2)~e+r+e' ( E), in which an e electron is
ionized to a band state.

B. Implications of the ionic model
for group-IB impurities in Si

The application of the LW model to substitutional Cu,
Ag, and Au in silicon (Fig. 2) results in a number of clear
predictions:

(i) The N= 1 1 state of the system (e.g., Si:Au, Si:Pt )

is predicted to be a spin S= —, A2 state and hence EPR
visible, much like the corresponding A2 multiplet states
of Fe+ and Co + in GaAs and GaP that have been ob-
served. Instead, no EPR is obtained for Si:Au, and the
data for Si:Pt shows S= —,', which contradicts the
model. While it is possible that covalency effects would
lead to opposite and, hence, canceling contributions from
p and d orbitals, it seems unlikely that this would corn-
pletely wash out the spectra since similar A 2 spectra have
been clearly observed for 3d impurities in other covalent
semiconductors. Similarly, the LW model predicts Au+
and Pt to be in an EPR-visible E state (S=2) and Au
to be in a T& (S=1) state, but no such states have been
observed for group-IB impurities. Even if one of the EPR
spectra were masked by gold complexes, one would expect
to see another transition upon doping. Again, no such ef-
fect has been observed.

(ii) The model predicts the neutral center to be a
Au(4+ ) or Ag(4+ ) species, an unprecedented oxidation
state for gold or silver.

(iii) The model predicts the donor transition to be a
d ~d ionization and the acceptor transition to be a
d ~d excitation. Such ionization in the free ions re-
quires an energy in excess of 100 eV. Screening in the
solid, although effective, is unlikely to reduce these ener-
gies sufficiently to have both confined in the Si band gap,
as observed experimentally (around 5.5 and 5.8 eV, respec-
tively, below the silicon vacuum level).

(iv) Since the model places the electrically and optically
active electrons in d-like localized orbitals, the exchange
splitting b,„[Fig.2(c)] is expected to be large, minimizing
(as it does in other systems with large b,„,e.g. , 3d impuri-
ties in silicon) Jahn-Teller distortions.

(v) The model predicts that whereas acceptor transitions
involve occupation changes in the t orbital
(e t ~e r

'
), donor transitions are predicted to in-

volve changes in the e -orbital occupation (e ~e' ),
suggesting substantia11y different cross sections. No such
effect has been observed.

Zunger and Lindefelt have shown that the apparent
success of the LW model even for 3d substitutional im-
purities of sufficiently large atomic number (e.g. , Ni, Cu)
is accidental, and that the level ordering of Fig. 2 (ligand
states below impurity states) which underlies the LW
model is incorrect. The same criticism applies to Ag and
Au, as Watkins suggested on the basis of the work of
Ref. 73. We elaborate further on this point in Sec. VC.
Thermodynamically, the LW model assumes tacitly that
the stable d' shell of group-IB impurities is "split" (into
d ), and that the bonds made with the ligands can repay
the energy lost by destroying the stable d' state. Quanti-
tative calculations show, however, that this is not so.
The d' shell is hybridized but does not revert to an
open-shell structure. In view of the experimental evidence
surveyed in Sec. II and the present analysis (see also Ref.
73), we conclude that the LW model is inappropriate for
group. -IB impurities in silicon.

C. s-electron model for Cu, Ag, and Au

In direct opposition to the LW model that correlates
optical, magnetic, and electrical activities with the
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transition-atom d orbitals, one might take the point of
view that these orbitals are chemically inert (corelike) and
that group-IB impurities in Si behave essentially as mono-
valent s' species. The view of group-IB elements as
monovalent atoms is supported by some chemical evi-
dence suggesting that in sufficiently covalent coordina-
tion compounds (e.g. , AuCN), the Au 5d orbitals do not
participate in bond formation. At the same time, the sub-
stantial differences between Cu, Ag, and Au chemistry
and that of their monovalent analogs K, Rb, and Cs,
respectively (including differences in bond length, heats of
compound formation, crystal structures, etc.),. long ago
suggested' ' ' the essential chemical role of the group-IB
nd orbitals.

The point of view of the s-electron model has been
adopted by Lowther "and Brotherton and Lowther.
In his empirical cluster calculation (which omits the Au
5d orbitals from the basis), Lowther finds Au to behave
as an s ion and Au to behave as an s' atom. In particle,
the E(OI+ ) donor transition is ascribed to the emission
of a valence-band hole into an a& impurity level derived
from the Au 6s orbital [m(s) in the notation of Ref. 47]
located just above the valence-band maximum. This sug-
gestion has been motivated ' ' by the observation of
presumably low entropy factors for the donor. transitions,
which indicate a small coupling to the lattice (as would be
the case if the active level were a delocalized impurity a

&

state and not a vacancylike dangling bond). Since, howev-
er, the degeneracy factor assumed by Lowther is more
than five times smaller than the more recent, reliable
value (cf. Sec. II E), his argument does not appear to be
tenable. In our previous calculations, as well as in the
one reported here, no impurity a

&
level ever occurs in the

gap for the unrelaxed lattice substitutional site. However,
imperfectly converged calculations have been known to
produce such spurious a ~ levels in the gap, a result that is
unmatched by more precise calculations.

The same point of view or the s-electron model has
been taken by Kogan and Tolpygo in their pioneering
theoretical work on A =Cu, Ag, and Au; impurities in sil-
icon and germanium. In their five-atom Si4A cluster,
treated with a minimal-basis valence-bond approach and
neglecting the impurity d orbitals, they found the triple
acceptors Au and Ag to be stable (in contradiction
with the experimental evidence to date, cf. Sec. II C) and a
strongly delocalized impurity orbital. Finally, the point
of view of the s-electron model is supported also by a re-
cent cluster calculation using the nonrelativistic
multiple-scattering Xa method (MS Xu) with the special
"Watson sphere" boundary conditions. Alves et al.
found for substitutional gold that the Au 5d orbitals
were atomically localized and located belo~ the valence-
band minimum, which indicates their chemical inertness.
This result contradicts the photoemission data that place
the Au 5d electrons in the upper part of the valence band,
as is also indicated in the present calculation (cf. Fig. 3).
The reason for this anomaly is not fully understood at
present. It is, however, most likely related to the creation
of an overly attractive potential at the cluster's center due
to the removal of electron density from the cluster into
the Watson sphere; for extremely localized states as those
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FICx. 3. Energy-level scheme resulting from a self-consistent
quasiband crystal-field (QBCF) calculation for neutral unrelaxed
substitutional Cu, Ag, and Au impurities in silicon; results for
the ideal vacancy are also sho~n.

D. Atomic considerations

To further develop our intuition on group-IB impuri-
ties, we present in Table I a collection of some observed
and calculated atomic properties: experimental ioniza-
tion energies (IP)'"~' for excitations from the a=s and
a=d orbitals, calculated semirelativistic (SR) ionization
energies (IP) (LD) using the local-density model (LD),

arising from these impurities ' this attractiveness then
pulls the d orbitals to spuriously deeper binding energies.
We note that similar calculations for Si:Cu also using the
MS Xa method but employing different boundary
conditions "(hydrogen terminators which attract charge
to the surface of the cluster) correctly reproduce the ener-
gies obtained in more recent self-consistent Green's-
function results by placing the d levels in the upper part
of the valence band, whereas Watson-sphere terminators
tend to place the Cu d level below the valence-band
minimum of semiconductors [i.e., —13 eV below the re-
sult of Ref. 82(a)]. ' '. Concomitant with hyperdeep and
chemically inactive Au 5d orbitals, Alves et al. observe a
t2 gap level that is exceedingly delocalized for all charge
states (only 4% of the charge is in the "impurity sphere"),
contains almost no d character, and has consequently a
charge-independent orbital energy (hence, the Coulomb
repulsion U=O). This leads to the prediction of nearly
identical acceptor and donor levels for Si:Au, from which
the authors conclude that the experimentally observed
transitions could not be caused by a three-charge-state im-
purity (Au+, Au, and Au ), but rather are related to
some complex.

Our analysis of the s-electron model for substitutional
group-IB impurities suggests that there is no evidence to
support this.
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Property CU Ag Au

( Ip)expt

( Ip)expt

( IP )SR

( IP )SR

sR( LD )

ed (LD)

&rd )Lo
&s (HF)
NR(HF)

&r. )HF

Oxidation states
0

r»(A)
Electronegativity

7.73
20.29

9.25

15.73
5.67

8.36
2.76
0.97
7.75

20.14

2.97
0.92

2, (1)
1.35

1.9

7.58

21.49
9.17

16.86

5.72

10.70
2.93
1.37
7.06

19.21

3.30
1.31

1.60

& 1.9

9.22

20.50
11.20
15.64
7.41

10.03
2.70
1.57

6.98
17.98

3.39
1.49

3, (1)
1.35

2.4

TABLE I. Summary of some experimental and calculated
properties of the Cu, Ag, and Au atoms. (IP)~" ' is the experi-
mental (Ref. 83) a-orbital ionization energy corresponding to,
i.e., d' s'~d' s for a=s, and d' ~d for u=d. (IP) (LD)
are the corresponding calculated local-density (LD) semirela-
tivistic (SR) ionization energies obtained from the transition-
state pseudopotential calculation. es (LD) and ed (LD) are the
corresponding LD orbital energies, and e (HF) are the nonre-
lativistic Hartree-Fock (HF) (Ref. 84) orbital energies. All ener-
gies are in eV. (r, )Lo and (rd )Lo are the SR-LD orbital mo-

ments, i.e., (r)r (r)r dr, and r HF are the NR-HF
values (Ref. 84). Both are given in a.u. rBs is the Bragg-Slater
(Ref. 85) covalent radius. The electronegativity given is on
Pauling s scale. We also give the observed oxidation states, with
the less stable ones in parentheses.

nonrelativistic orbital radius (r, )HF shows that the heavi-
est atom (Au) is also the largest, the relativistic calcula-
tion yielding ( r, )LD shows Au to be the smallest atom in
this series. As a result of the effective screening of the
gold nucleus by the contracted s orbital, its s electrons be-
come deeper ("corelike") and its d electrons, experiencing
additional Coulomb repulsion from this inner s density,
have a smaller binding energy than would otherwise be ex-
pected. The tightly bound electrons are not easily
transferred to other atoms in bond formation, which re-
sults in a very large electronegativity for Au. Similarly,
the occurrence of loose s electrons but very deep d elec-
trons causes silver to have only the oxidation number l.

We conclude that a relativistic calculation is necessary
for obtaining the correct chemical trends in energies and
spatial extent in the IB series. Such a calculation (neglect-
ing, however, spin-orbit corrections) is reported in this
work. Although the LD calculation used here (cf. Table
I) produces the correct trends, we also observe that its ion-
ization energies are too small. This would have been a
serious problem were the noble-atom orbitals in the solid
isolated in the band gap or below the valence-band
minimum (i.e., as localized as in their atomic states).
Since we find, however, that the d orbitals participate in
bonding inside the valence and that the s orbitals are emp-
ty, this is less of a problem. Similarly, the absence of any
strong impurity d or s character for the gap levels sug-
gests that the neglect of spin-orbit splitting is not detri-
mental. This, however, will affect the impuritylike d
states inside the host valence band.

E. Summary

From our analysis of the conceptual models for group-
IB impurities, we conclude the following.

calculated local-density orbital energies e (LD) and orbi-
tal moments (r~ )LD, as well as the corresponding values
E (HF) and (r~ )HF calculated from the nonrelativistic
(NR) Hartree-Fock (HF) model. Finally, we give
Pauling's electronegativity and the Bragg-Slater (BS) co-
valent radii rBs.

A few observations are apparent. Whereas the nonrela-
tivistic orbital energies [e.g., e (HF)] are monotonic
functions of the atomic number Z, showing the usual de-

crease in both s and d binding energies as Z increases
from Cu to Ag and Au, both the observed (IP)'"~' and cal-
culated relativistic ionization energies (IP) (LD) show a
nonmonotonic behavior: silver has the lowest s-binding
(i.e., ionization) energy and the highest d-binding energy.
Along with its loose outer orbital, silver has the largest
covalent radius rBs and orbital radius (r, )LD. Having
the deepest (i.e., most inert) d orbitals, its only observed
oxidation state is + 1, whereas both Cu and Au can utilize
their d orbitals in bonding, showing higher oxidation
states (the most stable being 2+ for Cu and 3+ for Au).
These phenomena are consequences of relativistic effects,
which are most pronounced in gold. Here, the relativistic
correction causes the s orbital to contract the most around
the nucleus and hence best shield it. Indeed, whereas the

(i) The Ludwig-Woodbury ionic model, which works
well for ionic coordination compounds, contradicts both
the experimental data and the level ordering produced by
detailed calculations for group-IB impurities; the s-
electron model is not supported by the data.

(ii) In view of the concepts introduced by these models
and the questions they raise, we feel that the outstanding
theoretical issues are as follows: (a) To what extent do the
d electrons influence the properties of the system? (b)
Does the system involve open-shell d-orbital structures
with their attendant many-electron multiplet effects and
the suppression of Jahn-Teller distortions, or is the picture
of non-d-like gap orbitals with their attendant Jahn-Teller
distortions and attenuated multiplet effects more ap-
propriate? (c) What is the nature of the orbitals that give
rise to the electrical (i.e., donor and acceptor) and magnet-
ic (i.e., EPR) properties? (d) Can a two-level, three-
charge-state model explain the data, or is the postulation
of complex defects or lattice relaxation essential to explain
it qualitatively'? (e) Are the data for the impurities under-
standable in light of the atomic trends (cf. Table I), or are
solid-state effects overriding?

This perspective guided our calculation, which attempts
to provide an initial theoretical description of this system.
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IV. METHOD

We have used the self-consistent quasiband crystal-field
(QBCF) Green's-function method of I.indefelt and
Zunger to solve for both substitutional Ag and Au and
interstitial Au impurities in silicon within the local-
density approximation. This complements results ob-
tained earlier for the substitutional Cu impurity. We
have constructed semirelativistic pseudopotentials (i.e., a
single-component wave function with a relativistic poten-
tial, not including spin-orbit interactions) using the same
procedure previously employed to introduce other core ef-
fects into the pseudopotential (e.g. , self-interaction-
corrected pseudopotentials ). Our procedure is analo-
gous to that proposed by Kleinman (producing indeed
very similar results), but does not achieve "norm conser-
vation" through manipulation of the potential; instead,
this is achieved through the Zunger-Cohen original pro-
cedure. We use an exchange coefficient of n, = 1, as be-

fore. The resulting (pseudopotential) atomic orbital en-
ergies and ionization energies are given in Table I. The
QBCF method has been previously tested for the unre-
laxed Si vacancy and applied to numerous other prob-
lems, including substitutional and interstitial 3d im-
purities in Si, the core exciton "and substitutional 3d
impurities in GaP, ' ' and chalcogen impurities in sil-
icon. ' We will not repeat the details of the method
here; the interested reader is referred to these previous
publications on this subject. We note that in calculating
the levels of the charged states 3+ or 3 we extend the
integration of the change in charge density up to a dis-
tance R, that assures the electrostatically correct charge
of I/eo and —I/ec for A+ and A, respectively (where
eo is the dielectric constant). The same cutoff R, is used
for the neutral state. A small, effective-mass correction
for the long-range electrostatic potential (omitted from
the Green's-function calculation) is then outside R, ap-
plied to the calculated eigenvalues.

tronic charge q; enclosed within a sphere of nearest-
neighbor radius (4.44 a.u. in Si) around the impurity, for
each of the impurity-induced states i, into its angular
momentum l components. The results are normalized to
one electron. We now proceed with the identification of
these calculated impurity-induced states.

0.06—

I I t

Si:Ag
CFR

~ 0.04-

0.02—

A. Crystal-field resonances

The occupied tz" and e " levels appear as reso-
nances around the center of the valence band, and show a
nonmonotonic ordering (Ag is the deepest) and an octa-
hedral level arrangement (e " above t2" ). The total
electronic charge enclosed in these levels within a
nearest-neighbor sphere (q; in Table II) shows the ec"
state to be over 90% localized and the t2" state to be
70—80% localized. The degree of localization of both
levels decreases somewhat with atomic number Z, paral-
leling the increased size of the nd atomic orbitals (cf.
(rd )LD ——0.97, 1.37, and 1.57 a.u. , respectively, for Cu,
Ag, and Au in Table I). The relative widths of these reso-
nances parallel their localization, the t2" being wider
than the e state. An angular momentum decomposi-CFR

V. SUBSTITUTIONAL GROUP-IB
IMPURITIES IN Si

Figure 3 depicts the self-consistently calculated, one-
electron energy levels for neutral, unrelaxed, substitutional
Cu, Ag, and Au impurities in silicon. For comparison, we
also give our previous result for the Si vacancy.

We see that these impurities introduce into the band
gap a single level of t2 symmetry termed, in analogy with
Ref. 73, the "dangling-bond hybrid" (DBH), as well as
two levels inside the valence band, one of t2 and the other
of e symmetry. They are termed "crystal-field reso-
nances" (CFR) for reasons that will become clear later. In
addition, weaker at resonances (R ) appear in the upper
part and near the bottom of the valence band. The t2
gap level is occupied by three electrons in the neutra1 state
of the impurity (two electrons for the A+ state and four
electrons for the A state). Their energies for the neutral
centers are calculated to be E,+0.57 eV for Si:Cu,
E„+0.63 eV for Si:Ag, and E, +0.72 eV for Si:Au. The
uncertainty in these values, due to our truncation pro-
cedure and effective-mass correction is estimated at +0.05
eV or less. Table II provides a decomposition of the elec-

0.06—
Si:AU'

CFR

0.02—

000 — I a l I

-4 -3 -2 -1 Q 2 3 4 5

oistance (a.u.)
FIR. 4. Radial charge densities in the +(110) crystal direc-

tions for the e " states in the Si valence band for the neutral
impurities Ag and Au. Results for Si:Cu have been presented
elsewhere (Refs. 73 and 86j.
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tion (Table II) shows the e " level to be pure d-like,
whereas the t2" level is strongly d-like, with some ad-
mixture of p character from the tails of the ligand sp or-
bitals. Figure 4 depicts the radial charge density of the
e " wave function (for Ag we sum the densities of the
two resonances) and for Si:Ag and Si:Au (results for Si:Cu
were presented previously ), showing some delocalization
with increasing atomic number, much like the atomic
effect (cf. (rd )LD in Table I) in going from 3d to 4d and
5d. Figure 5 compares the l=2 (d component) of the

FIG. 5. Radial part of the I =2 (d-orbital) component of the
8 " state of Si:Au, compared with the atomic Sd pseudo-
orbital.

e " resonance of Si:Au with the atomic 5d pseudoorbi-
tal of gold. It shows a very slight solid-state effect of
delocalization. A similar conclusion can be drawn from
the tz" wave function.

There can be no doubt that the e " and t2 reso-
nances are the descendants of the free-atom nd orbitals of
the group-IB atom, being slightly hybridized and per-
turbed (i.e., split) by the crystalline field (hence, the term
CFR). This contradicts the ionic model (cf. Sec. IIIA)
that places the atomic d orbitals inside the band gap
(hence, suggesting their participation in optical and elec-
trical activity) and with the s-electron model (cf. Sec.
IIIB) that places these d states below the valence-band
minimum (hence, assuming their complete inertness) T.he
atomic fingerprint of these CFR states is their ordering;
much like relativistic effects increase the d-orbital binding
energy of Ag relative to that of Cu and Au (cf. Table I),
so do these effects produce the same distinct ordering in
the solid (Fig. 3). The position of these levels is consistent
with the photoemission data (cf. Sec. II G) that place them
near the center of the valence band (however, no precise
comparison of their energies can be made since theory
lacks spin-orbit splitting and orbital relaxation effects and
experiment pertains to a high impurity concentration).
Because of their relatively high localization, we predict
that optical excitations from the fully occupied e " and
t2" levels will produce impurity-bound excitons, i.e., a
hole in either of these levels will lead to a more attractive
central-cell potential, hence, a splitting of an exciton level
from the conduction band into the gap. The localized-to-
itinerant excitations from these levels into the conduction
band are subject to large orbital relaxation shifts and are
expected to produce singlet-triplet pairs (i.e., 'E and E
for excitation of e ", 'T and T for excitations of t2" )
completely analogous (but in reversed order) to the situa-
tion occurring for noble-atom impurities in alkali
halides ' [cf. Fig. 1(c); note that in the latter case these

TABLE II. Orbital character of the main impurity-induced states in neutral substitutional Si:Cu,
Si:Ag, and Si:Au. The total orbital charges q; are normalized to one.

System

Si:Cu a",

8 CFR

tCFR
2

2

Total

charge

q;(8)

0.35

0.94
0.80

0.38

s charge

q;I =0(%)

94

0
0
0

p charge

q;I ——1(%)

0
0
(2
76

d charge

qa
——2(%)

0
100
97
22

Si:Ag R

8 CFR

tCFR
2
DBH
2

0.29
0.90
0.70
0.41

97
0
0
0

(2
80

0
100
94
18

Si:Au R

CFR

iCFR
2

,DaH
2

0.13

0.90
0.67
0.44

97
0

0

0
0
3

82

0
100
95
18
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are the lowest-energy transitionsj. The e " t2-" energy
separation constitutes the crystal-field splitting b,c„(un-
like the Ludwig-Woodbury assignment that identifies the
tz e-" separation as b,cF). We conclude that the d
orbitals of the group-IB impurities are not directly active
in electrical, optical, and magnetic excitations. (They do
affect, however, through a "feedback effect, " the active
gap levels as discussed in Sec. V E.) We note further that
because of hybridization with the ligands, the tcFRecFR
configuration cannot be considered a "d ' system, " ' in
the same way that the valence band of CuCl [VB2 in Fig.
1(a)] cannot be considered a Cl p band. Part of the d
character of the group-IB impurities (p character of
chlorine in CuCl) is pushed into the levels above this
valence band and replaced by Si p (Cu 3d, 4p) character.
This hybridization of the IB impurity atom with the host
ligands through the tz" state is likely to provide most of
the binding energy of the substitutional impurity to the
lattice (the gap level tz is antibonding, hence its occu-
pation destabilizes the lattice). We suspect that the low
diffusion constant of the substitutional group-IB impuri-
ties (even lower than that of the vacancy, which has t2
but no t2" states) is mainly a consequence of the forma-
tion of some metal-silicon bonds through the t2" states.

B. Dangling-bond hybrids

The antibonding counterpart of the tz state appears
in the band gap as a dangling-bond hybrid. It is consider-
ably more delocalized (localization parameters of 38 to
44%%uo', cf. Table II) than the bonding state, yet it is some-
what more localized than the vacancy state (35%,' cf.
Table IV in Ref. 86). This gap level is a p-d hybrid,
showing a relative increase in the p charater with in-
creasing impurity atomic number. Therefore, we view
this state as a hybrid between the silicon dangling bonds
and the impurity central orbitals (hence the term DBH).
Its delocalization is a consequence of its orthogonality to
the deeper, localized t2" state. Despite a -5- eV energy
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t""radial densities
20.04-
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FIG. 7. t2

"wave functions of (a) Si:Cu, (b) Si:Ag, and (c)
Si Au

Ol~0.02-

0.01

0.00

Distance along + &111&(a.u.)

FICi. 6. Radial charge densities in the k(111) directions for
the t2 - -gap state of the Si:Au system (solid line) and for the
t2 -gap state of the silicon vacancy (Ref. 86) (dashed line),
both normalized to one.

separation between the two, this orthogonality relation
provides a coupling between the two states: the t2
states are higher in energy than the corresponding vacan-
cy state, partially due to this bonding-antibonding ortho-
gonality repulsion (this is basically the reason why no
double acceptor is expected for substitutional group-IB
impurities in silicon). One should also note that as
this t2D'" level rises slightly in energy from Si:Cuo to Ago
to Au, the at resonance (characteristic of the rebonding
of the "vacancy" dangling bonds) moves down in energy,
so that the center of gravity for the dangling-bond hybrid
remains approximately constant (cf. Fig. 3). It is interest-
ing to observe that the a &-t2 splitting increases from the
vacancy to the Cu impurity, indicating some remaking of
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tetrahedral bonds. It continues to increase from Cu to
Ag to Au (whereas, if the bonds were completely
"healed, " as in the case of a Si or P central atoms, the
a~-t2 splitting would be —12 eV). Figure 6 displays a
comparison between the radial charge density of the tz
state of Si:Au and the corresponding dangling-bond hy-
brid of the silicon vacancy. The significant difference
between the two is the occurrence of the antibonding
node in Si:Au well inside the central cell (at a distance of
1.26, 1.53, and 1.65 a.u. from the impurity for Si:Cu,
Si:Ag, and Si:Au, respectively, paralleling the increase in
size of the nd atomic orbitals with the principle quantum
number n shown in Table I). In contrast, the vacancy
t2 state does not carry an "impurity signature;" its
node is well outside the nearest-neighbor shell (cf. Fig. 10
in Ref. 73). Furthermore, whereas the vacancy t2 stateDBH

has a vanishingly small amplitude in the —(111) direc-
tion (towards the interstitial site), the tz of the group-
IB impurities has a considerable amplitude in this volume.
Figure 7 displays the trends in the t2 wave functions
for Si:Cu, Si:Ag, and Si:Au. While they show a general
similarity to one another, they also exhibit the unmistak-
able fingerprint (i.e., node position) of the central impurity
atom. Their common dangling-bond character may ex-
plain the "universality" of the emission rates observed by
Lang et al, and the vacancylike character suggested by
Van Vechten and Thurmond.

a high sp-in li-ke (HSL) le-vel ordering. A similar transition
from a LSL-to a HSL-level arrangement has recently
been predicted to occur both at the high-Z (Zn, Cu) and
the low-Z (V,Ti) impurity limit for GaP:3d. Recently,
Kutagama- Yoshida and Zunger predicted a similar LS for
interstitial Si:Vo Si:Ti, Si:V+, and Si:Co +.

(ii) The electrical activity is related to depopulation
(donor transitions) or population (acceptor transitions) of
the hybridized gap levels which are split, through lattice
distortions, from the t2 levels. Unlike the case of the
light 3d impurities in Si, these transitions are largely un-
related to the d. orbitals.

(iii) The multiplet structure and its underlying spin
values derived from the ionic model for group-IB impuri-
ties [Fig. 2(d)] are irrelevant to the EPR of this system.
Indeed, no 5= —, is expected for Si:Au or Si:Pt . In-
stead, the expected spin states are those derived from the
lattice-distorted split-off t2 levels. Since all conceiv-
able Jahn-Teller distortions of a t2 level produce a
lower, doubly occupied spin-paired (a&-like) level and a
singly occupied level (b~- or b2-like) above it, one expects
S= —,

' for Si:Au and Si:Pt, and S=0 (i.e., EPR-
invisible) for both Si:Au+ and Si:Au . Whereas in the
ionic model, an EPR signal was expected ' to be detect-
ed for all charge states [cf. the table in Fig. 2(d)], i.e., for
all doping levels, our conclusion here suggests that if com-
plexes do not mask the EPR of the isolated center, an
S=—, spectra is expected only for Si:Au (intrinsic ma-
terial), i.e., for Fermi energies below the acceptor state
(-E,+0.63 eV) but above the donor state (-E„+0.35
eV). We note, however, that even for this range of Fermi
energies only a small isotropic central hyperfine constant
3 may occur in Si:Au: gap orbitals of b~ or b2 sym-
metries have a node at the impurity site and hence do not
contribute to A. Essentially all of the isotropic contribu-
tion to A would then come from spin polarization of the
impurity's core s orbitals by the gap-level and valence-
band resonances. However, the near d' character of the
VB resonances of substitutional gold in Si (as opposed to
the d character of the valence-band resonances in Si:Pt )
suggests that this contribution might be small, in contrast
to the case of 3d impurities (or Si:Pt ) leading to a small
istropic contribution to A. Most of the signal would then
be anisotropic. Furthermore, since all of the gold appears
as the isotope with nuclear spin —, (whereas in Pt, 66'~/o of
the metal has zero nuclear spin and 34%%uo has I= —,

'
), one

expects twice as many satellite EPR lines in Au relative to
Pt, creating a broader band in the former case. (This
point has been discussed with E. Weber; we are grateful
for his suggestions. ) These factors combine to make the
EPR of gold difficult to observe.

It is interesting to speculate on the likely form of lattice
distortions around group-IB impurities in silicon. The
isoelectronic mapping between these centers and the Si va-
cancy (V ~A ), (V ~A ), (V ~A+), (V+~A +),
and ( V +~A +

) would suggest A + to be undistorted,
A + to have a tetragonal distortion like the (stronger) one
in A+, and 2 would then have a tetragonal distortion
with a trigonal component. These considerations ignore,
however, the structural significance of the chemically ac-
tive t2" states that are missing in the silicon vacancy.

C. Implications of the electronic structure:
the hybridized model

The t2 level has no counterpart in the LW ionic
model, as LW had tacitly presumed the host ("ligand")
states to be deeper in energy than the impurity d states (cf.
Figs. 1 and 2), which is appropriate only for highly elec-
tronegative ligands in oxides. In contrast, our results sug-
gest that these ligand-derived t2 orbitals (not the
group-IB d orbitals tz" and e "

) control the optical,
magnetic, and electrical properties of the system. The
energy-level scheme appropriate for this system is the one
discussed previously by Zunger arid Lindefelt. ' There,
the sp -ligand orbitals are at higher energy than the
group-IB atom d orbitals, leading to the formation of a
low-lying, occupied bonding t2" state, and a partially
empty antibonding t2 orbital in the band gap. The
nonbonding e " state lies between the two. The chemi-
cal trends expected from such a model along a row in the
Periodic Table (e.g., the e " orbital becomes optically
and electrically active for impurities near the center of the
3d series) have been discussed elsewhere. ' The impli-
cations of this model for group-IB impurities in silicon
are the following.

(i) Due to the substantial spatial extent of the t2 -gap
orbitals, exchange splitting (b,„) and multiplet effects are
expected to be small, in contrast with the situation for'the
main-group 3d impurities. ' This suggests that lattice
distortion (e.g., Jahn- Teller) effects, which can be
suppressed by the strong exchange interactions in main
group 3d impurities, would be significant for group-IB
impurities. Hence, we predict a low spi n like (LSL)-level--
arrangement, in contrast to the ionic model, which predicts
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These states, as discussed in Sec. VA, are bonding com-
binations; hence, they contribute to the binding of the im-
purity to the lattice and determine its equilibrium confor-
mation. They carry further the distant signature of the
particular group-IB atom involved. The structural chem-
istry of these elements suggests three predominant bond-
ing forms: (i) Ionization of the outer s electron, which re-
sults in an inert d' closed shell with essentially no bonds.
This form exists predominantly in electrolyte solutions.
We will see (Sec. VI) that this is the most likely form of
interstitial group-IB elements in Si. (ii) Utilization of the
s orbital in combination with a single p orbital to form
two collinear sp bonds in double coordination. This form
is very rare for Cu(I) (it exists in Cu20), but is the dom-
inant structural form for Ag(I) and Au(I), e.g., in AgCN,
AuCN, and AuI. (iii) Utilization of the s orbital plus
three p orbitals, to form fourfold sp (or sixfold) coordi-
nated tetrahedral (or octahedral) structures. This form is
extremely rare for Au(I), but it exists both for Cu(I)
[forming the zinc-blende compounds CuC1, CuBr, CuI,
and Cu(CN4) ] and for Ag(I) (forming rocksalt com-
pounds like AgF, AgC1, and AgBr).

These considerations suggest that there is no unique,
vacancylike distortion for all three centers. It appears
that (i) Au is likely to form two nearly collinear bonds in
Si, i.e., the impurity approaches two Si sites, increasing
their tetrahedral angle towards 180', and leaving the other
two Si atoms to rebond among themselves; (ii) Cu is likely
to maintain a distorted structure close to the fourfold
coordinated zinc-blende structure (i.e., near substitution-
al); and (iii) Ag is likely to show a combined distortion
pattern and perhaps exist in Si in more than one structural
form. It is expected to have the lowest binding energy to
the lattice, relative to Cu and Au. In addition, the strong
dependence of the group-IB ionic radii on their charge
states suggests a similar dependence of the reconstruc-
tion amplitudes on charge (although not as much as in
ionic compounds, due to the charge self-regulating
response of Si). Detailed relaxation calculations would
be needed to establish the precise forms of these distor-
tions, and no simple answers would be expected.

D. Electrical levels

One of our foregoing conclusions [item (ii) in Sec. V C]
suggests that the electrical levels should be calculated as
transitions from the distortion-split gap level to the band-
edge states. [We denoted here the split gap level by the
general notation a &(b &bz)']. Since our present calculation
assumes an undistorted lattice, we calculate directly only
the vertical (ver in subscript) transition energies

E„;,(0/ —) =E«t(r DBH) —E„,(tDBH)
3,4 4 3

Ever (0/+ ) Etot( tDBH ) Etot'( t DBH ) '
32 3 2

We denote the relaxation corrections to them as
bEIt' (OI )=ittE(b'Ib ) and bEIt' (O—I+)=DE(b Ib').
Here, „E(t tDB)Hdenotes the total energy of the system,
calculated self-consistently for X electrons in the
t z -gap level. The total acceptor energy is then

E(OI )—=E„'„(Ol )—+DE(b 'b ) and the total donor en-

ergy is E(OI+)=E„'„(OI+)+DE(b'Ib ) . The Mott-
Hubbard Coulomb repulsion is

U= [E„';,(OI )—E„—,(0!+)]

+[BE(b'Ib ) D—E(b'lb )]=U„„+DUIt,
where the first term represents the usual vertical ("Hub-
bard") U for the undistorted lattice and b, U& denotes the
relaxation correction to it. We calculate the vertical ioni-
zation energies from the transition-state construct (i.e., 3 —,

and 2 —, electrons in the t2 level for the acceptor and
donor transitions, respectively). Assuming that the energy
of the gap level changes linearly with occupation in this
range, we find (in eV) for Si:Au

E(OI—) =(E„+0.88)+b,E&(b 2/b'),

E(0/+)=(E, +0.56)+bEJt(b'/b ),
and for Si:Ag

E(0/ )=(E„+0.7—6)+AE~ (b '/b '),
E(OI+)=(E„+05)+DE„.(b'Ib ) . ,

The effective Coulomb repulsion energies are then

U(Au )=0.32+[DER(b Ib') bEIt(b'I—b )]

U(Ag )=0.26+[bEs(b Ib') —ittEg(b'Ib )] .

A comparison with the experimental data surveyed in Sec.
IIC shows that the calculated vertical transition energies
are about 0.15—0.25 eV above the equilibrium relaxed
thermal transition energies, suggesting that lattice distor-
tions AEz lower the energy by approximately a constant
amount of 0. 15—0.25 eV for all states. If the suggestion
of Morooka et al. "' that high-temperature Si:Au is unre-
laxed but the low-temperature Si:Au is relaxed is valid, we
would predict the former to have higher donor and accep-
tor energies (by b,E+ ) then the latter. This awaits experi-
mental testing. The near independence of the differences
of relaxation corrections on occupations suggests that our
values for U„„are close to the observed (relaxed) values
of 0.28 and 0.32 eV for Si:Au and Si:Ag, respectively. We
find the Au acceptor and donor to be slightly aboue the
Ag acceptor and donor, in agreement with the experimen-
tal trend.

The significant conclusion here is that our model shows
that both the observed acceptor and the donor transitions
can arise from the same impurity center (if a similar and
physically plausible relaxation correction is applied). This
contradicts the conclusions drawn previously from a
cluster model, suggesting that U=O and that the donor
and acceptor transitions could not be related to the same
center. Our result further contradicts the suggestion of
Lowther "that lattice relaxation is essential to explain
the amphoteric nature of these defects. Although we
predict that relaxation will occur, (cf. Sec. V C), we do not
find it essential to explain the amphoteric behavior of the
center.
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TABLE III. Population analysis of the ground state of substitutional Si:Cu (Refs. 73 and 86), Si:Ag, and Si:Au . For cornpar-
ison, the results for the silicon vacancy (Ref. 86) are also given.

Qi'

1.709
0.000
0.000
0.141
0.016

0.000
0.000
4.293
0.000
0.086

Si.Cu
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.453
0.070

Q
2

0.000
2.978
6.909
0.156
0.189

1.709
2.978

11.202
0.750
0.361

1.824
0.000
0.000
0.138
0.017

ge

0.000
0.000
4.202
0.000
0.081

Qi'

Si.Cu
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.406
0.066

Q
2

0.000
2.783
6.657
0.144
0.186

Qs

1.824
2.783

10.859
0.688
0.350

1.866 4.379 0.523 10.232 17 000 Q 1.979 4.283 0.472 9.770 16.504

1.737
0.000
0.000
0.142
0.016

0.000
0.000
4.268
0.000
0.083

Si:Ag
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.416
0.066

0.000
2.729
6.721
0.146
0.182

1.737
2.729

10.989
0.704
0.347

1.516
0.000
0.000
0.167
0.024

Si
0.000
0.000
0.307
0.000
0.116

vacancy
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.309
0.082

0.000
2.136
0.979
0.147
0.227

1.516
2.136
1.286
0.623
0.449

1.895 4.351 0.482 9.778 16.506 g 1.707 0.423 '0.391 3.489

E. Charge distribution

Having established the reasonableness of our calculated
energy-level scheme, we now turn to the description of the
bonding mechanisms implied by it. In Table III we give a
population analysis of all occupied states for Si:Au,
Si:Ag, and Si:Cu in their ground states. We denote by
gt the electronic charge contributed to the impurity cen-
tral cell (i.e., enclosed within a sphere of nearest-neighbor
radius) by the lth angular momentum component (s, p, d,
f, and g for l =0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively) of all occu-
pied states belonging to the ctth representation (ct =a &, t2,
e, and t

&
). These orbital representation charges deter-

mine, for example, how p-like are all t2 states (Qt'
& ), or

how d-like are all e states (QI' 2), etc. Summing QI over
all representations a produces the orbital occupation num-
ber gt. They determine how much total p character
(QI & ) or d character ( Q~ 2) the impurity has in its
ground state. Finally, summing Qt over all angular
momentum components I produces the total electronic
charge Q„, on the impurity.

These quantities represent both the charge that comes
from the impurity atom and the ligand charge that
penetrates the central cell. To obtain the effective impuri-
ty charges from the impurity alone, we then subtract from
Qt, Qt, and Q„, the corresponding quantities calculated
for the Si vacancy (Table III). This produces the effective
impurity charges b.gt, Agt, and b,g«„respectively.
They can be calculated by taking the corresponding differ-
ences in Table III.

The following conclusions are obvious from this popu-
lation analysis.

(i) The a~ states are essentially s-like (with small f and
g components), the e states are all d-like, and the t2 states
are divided in a 1:2.5 proportion between p and d charac-
ter. Clearly, the t2 states constitute the main hybridiza-
tion channel.

(ii) From. the QI values, one sees that the total s charac-

ter (Qt o) increases from Cu to Ag and Au (a relativistic
effect) and that, in response, the total p character (Qt ~)
decreases in the same direction.

(iii) The representation charges Q indicate that the a ~,
e, t2, and t~ representations contribute about 12%, 26%,
60%, and 2%, respectively, to the total impurity charge
Q„,. Again, t2 is the dominant bonding channel.

(iv) The vacancy is seen to have about six electrons
(Q„„) in its „central cell. Relative to this, the Si:Cuo,
Si:Ag, and Si:Au centers have in their central cell extra
(b,g„,) 11.0, 10.5, and 10.5 electrons. Since the valence
n+ m of the atomic d' s ' configuration is 11, this means
that Cu in Si is essentially neutral in its central cell,
whereas the impurities Ag and Au with the more extend-
ed outer orbits have about O. Se of their 11 valence elec-
trons delocalized outside the central ce11. Almost all of
this lost charge can be traced to the t2" resonances:
comparing Si:Cu with Si:Au, the t2" of the latter loses
0.93e, but about 0.4e are returned to the central cell by
valence-band states.

(v) The effective orbital configurations b,gt of the im-
purities are Cu s '

p (dfg), Ag s p'(dfg)'
and Au s p (dfg), showing a depopulation of the
metal s and d orbitals relative to the atomic ground state,
and some bonding, induced through the population of the
p orbitals. The population of the s orbitals increases pro-
gressively from Cu to Ag and Au, whereas the d orbitals
feed back by reducing their occupation. The l) 2 shell
contains less than ten electrons; hence, although the t2"
and e " orbitals are fully occupied, they do not represent
a d' closed shell.

We have similarly computed the changes in the charge
distribution in Si:Au~ caused by ionization of this center
(resulting in formal charge q). For instance, upon remov-
ing —, electron from the triply-occupied t z level
of Si:Au (forming thereby the q= —, center) the contribu-
tion of this level to the impurity charge drops by —0.27e.
However, we find that in response to this ionization, the
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e " and t 2" valence-band levels become slightly more
deeply bound, with more localized wave functions. This
enhanced localization around the impurity contributes an
additional 0.05e and 0.20e, from the e " and tq"
states, respectively, to the impurity charge, cancelling to-
gether a total of 0.25e out of the —0.27 electrons re-
moved from the gap level. Hence, the physical charge on
the impurity drops only by 0.04e for each electron re-
moved from the gap level in a donor transition (or
Bb,g„,/Bq =0.04). This near independence of the impur-
ity charge on its formal charge state q is a consequence of
the self-regulating response of the valence-band reso-
nances (CFR) to external perturbations (i.e., ionizations).
It explains the small effective U in the solid: the atomic
value Uo is renormalized in the solid by (Bb,g„,/Bq) Uo.
The existence of a nearly constant impurity charge for all
formal charge states Au+, Au, and Au clearly conflicts
with the notion underlying the ionic model [cf. Fig. 2(d)].

F. Summary of resu1ts for the substitutional impurities

(iv) Only the neutral center is expected to be paramag-
netic; the 3 + and A centers are predicted both to have
spin 5=0. EPR of the neutral center would be observed
if (a) complexes did not mask it; (b) the Fermi energy were
between E,+0.35 and E„+0.62 eV, i.e., above the donor
and below the acceptor level. In addition, a weak central
hyperfine coupling constant will produce a small isotropic
signal, split by the nuclear spin I= —,

' into four com-
ponents, each being further split by the number of
equivalent conformational structures of the relaxed defect.
These factors contribute to the difficulty in observing the
EPR of isolated gold impurity. Sample orientations may
be needed to isolate a few of those lines.

(v) The charge distribution in the system indicates a
partial depletion of the atomic s and d states and partici-
pation of the metal p states in bonding. Whereas Cu has
all of its 11 valence electrons in the central cell, Ag and
Au have lost about 0.Se through delocalization (not
charge transfer). The effective impurity occupations are

Our self-consistent calculation for unrelaxed substitu-
tional Cu, Ag, and Au impurities in different charge
states in silicon suggests the following conclusions.

(i) The substitutional model shows that these impurities
form a two-level (donor and acceptor) three-charge-state
( A +, A, and A ) amphoteric system, where both the
donor and the acceptor transition evolve from the same
center.

(ii) The undistorted system is characterized by two
valence-band resonances, e " and tz", with energies ap-
proximately at the center of the valence band, and a t z

gap level. The former are the direct descendants of the
atomic nd orbitals, slightly perturbed and split by the
crystal field. The nonmonotonic chemical trend in their
binding energies reflects the (relativistic) atomic trend.
These states cannot be viewed as a d' closed shell: while
fully occupied, they contain less than 10 d electrons. Op-
tical excitations of these states to the conduction band are
predicted to produce an impurity-bound core exciton as
well as multiplet structure (in pairs of singlets and trip-
lets). On the other hand, the t z state is a delocalized
p-d hybrid, carrying both the vacancy dangling-bond
characteristics and the distinct signature of the central
atom, reflected by a node in the corresponding wave func-
tion at a distance shorter than half a bond length. The
optical, magnetic, and electric characteristics of the sys-
tem are decided by these orbitals, not by e " and t
valence™band states.

(iii) Concomitant with the delocalization of the gap or-
bitals, they are predicted to have only a small exchange
splitting and multiplet separation. This is not sufficient
to suppress Jahn- Teller distortions. Such distortions
would then lower the symmetry of the gap orbital tz
resulting in a+a ' b+-type level arrangement for the neu-
tral centers, hence, with spin S= —,. Electrical activity re-
sults from ionizations of these levels. Comparison of cal-
culated and observed results suggests that, upon such ioni-
zations, a relaxation energy of about 0. 15—0.25 eV is in-
volved for all charge states alike. This leads to Coulomb
repulsion energies of U-0. 3 eV, representing the donor-
acceptor splitting.

0
»(~)

i(2', (

-12—

FICx. 8. Energy-level scheme resulting from a self-consistent
(QBCF) calculation for the neutral gold interstitial in Si. Wave
functions are depicted in Figs. 9—11.
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VI. INTERSTITIAL GOLD IN SILICON

We have calculated self-consistently the electronic
structure of unrelaxed interstitial Au in the tetrahedral
site of silicon. The energy levels obtained (Fig 8.) are pro-
foundly different from those characterizing substitutional
gold (cf. Fig. 3). We next discuss the various impurity-
induced levels.

A. a ~-like levels

We have found four impurity-induced a& resonances,
denoted a ~ (1) through a

&
(4). In the gap, we find the very

shallow a&(1) state, occupied by a single electron [i.e.,
a I(1)] in the ground state of the neutral impurity Si:Au;
(hence, an S=—, EPR signal might be observed, if suffi-
cient interstitial concentration can be achieved, and no JT
distortion is expected). Its wave function (Fig. 9) is quite
delocalized (only 0.1 1 e are enclosed in it within a nearest-
neighbor sphere) and shows an antibonding node inside
the central cell. This state can almost be characterized as
an effective-mass-like donor state, bound by its screened
Coulomb tail, with a small central-cell correction. A
self-consistent calculation for the configuration a~ (1)
shows that the energy of the at(1) state depends only
weakly on its occupation, with U„,=0.025 eV. The cal-
culated donor transition energy is b,F.„"„=EE(0/+)

& E, —0. 1 eV. This is the only electrically active level for
the unrelaxed interstitial. Such an electrically active shal-
low donor has been observed "in Si:Cu;, which diffuses
at 1100'C in the Cu+ charge state, ' ' but no reports for
such a state in Si:Au (presumably, because of a combina-
tion of its low interstitial solubility and the difficulty in

observing by DLTS a very shallow level) exist to our
knowledge. Because of its delocalization, we expect the
relaxation effect on this level to be rather small. Optical
transitions to a~(1) from the VB may be observed as a
structure near threshold. The deepest a& resonance [a~(4)
in Fig. 9] is a bonding s-like state that appears slightly
below the valence-band minimum. This localized state en-
compasses 36%%uo of its charge in the central cell and con-
stitutes the "fingerprint" of the interstitial impurity. We
interpret the changes observed in the photoemission of
Au-diffused silicon around the bottom of the valence
band' ' ' ' as being associated with this a&(4) state. Be-
tween the a

~ (1) and a t(4) states we find the two addition-
al s-like resonances a~(2) and a, (3) (another bonding-
antibonding pair; cf. Fig. 9). We expect that the
impurity-induced a& resonances a~(1) to a&(4) of Si:Au;
will have a significant effect on the contact spin density.

It is interesting to compare the s-like, impurity-induced
a ~ states obtained here with those predicted by a tight-
binding model for interstitial sp-electron impurities in sil-
icon. This model predicts only two impurity-induced a&

states below the conduction band: a bonding a&(4)-like
state and a nonbonding at(l)-like state in the upper part
of the band gap (or just inside the conduction-band
minimum). No a&(2) and a&(3) resonances are obtained
in the simple tight-binding model; in addition, the a&(4)-
like states for all interstitials are predicted to be inside the
upper part of the valence band, not below the valence-
band mlmmum.

Our calculation for the a
&

resonances in Si:Au; suggests
that it behaves qualitatively like monovalent group-IA in-
terstitials in Si (Li,Na, K) in exhibiting only a simple shal-
low donor behavior. The only significant difference is
that because of the far higher electronegativity of group-
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the lattice. We suspect that gold does diffuse mostly as a
charged species: the failure to observe a field effect in the
old drift experiments '"' may be associated with the pres-
ence of gold-related complexes and the occurrence of only
a small concentration of isolated interstitial Au+. (Notice
that only a small steady-state concentration of Si:Au+ is
needed to explain diffusion by an interstitial mechanism,
whereas larger concentrations may be required to identify
its electrical activity. ) Furthermore, the stability of the
closed-shell —d ' structure of Si:Au,+ suggests that
Si:Au;+ is difficult to produce (as it requires the splitting
of the stable d' shell); hence, no double-donor action is
expected. For the perfect tetrahedral interstitial site, no
deep acceptor action is expected either, as the a

&
(1) level

is resonant just at the conduction-band minimum. How-
ever, an unoccupied tz resonance above the conduction-
band minimum (very weak, and hence not shown in Fig.
8) could conceivably drop down into the band gap if the
interstitial impurity moved away from its tetrahedral site.
In this case, some acceptor action could be expected.
Since the acceptor level of such an off-tetrahedral intersti-
tial is lower in the gap than the acceptor level of the
tetrahedral interstitial, its existence would lower the ener-

gy barrier for interstitial migration, leading to the possibil-
ity of carrier-enhanced migration and solubility.

IB impurities (i.e., tighter valence s electrons) relative to
group-IA impurities, the hyperdeep a&(4) state of the
former is impuritylike and very deep, whereas in group-IA
interstitials the "hyperdeep" states are expected to be
hostlike, located inside the valence band. A recent spin-
polarized calculation ' ' for Si:Cu; similarly shows a:
hyperdeep a~(4) state below the valence-band minimum,
two hostlike resonances a~(3) and a&(2), and a virtual
bound state of a&(1) type just at the conduction-band
minimum. Upon ionization, this state moves down in en-

ergy, becoming weakly bound by the long-range Coulomb
tail.

B. e and t~-like levels

In contrast to the tetrahedral ordering of the e-t2 levels
in substitutional gold (tz above e " ), we find a re-
versed, octahedral ordering for the upper e and t2 levels
in the interstitial system [t2(1) below e(1) in Fig. 8]. The
t2 resonances appear again in bonding-antibonding pairs
[t2(1) through tz(4) in Fig. 8] where the deepest state,
t2(4), is predominantly a p state (70%) with a smaller d
contribution. Its counterpart, t2(2), is more localized and
is essentially a pure d state (Fig. 10). Two examples of
the deep e resonances are given in Fig. 11. The charge
distribution of all occupied states indicates Si:Au; (i.e.,
empty gap levels) behaves essentially as a free gold cation
(i.e., 5d' -like). The a~(1) gap level in Si:Au; is higher in
energy than the corresponding level of sp-electron intersti-
tials (e.g. , Al) because of the electron-electron repulsion
from the d-like resonances in group-IB impurities.

%'e interpret the fast diffusivity of positively charged
interstitial gold (relative to, e.g. , substitutional group-IB
impurities) to be a consequence of this extreme compact-
ness of the d', Au,+ species and its very weak bonding to

VII. SUBSTITUTIONAL-INTERSTITIAL SITE
EXCHANGE

Our study of the electrical levels of substitutional and
interstitial gold in silicon suggests a simple energy-level
scheme for the site exchange reaction, i.e., vacancy +
interstitial ~ substitutional (Fig. 12). (We do not imply
that the vacancy mechanism for diffusion is more impor-
tant than the kick-out mechanism, we merely compare the
level structure of substitutional and interstitial gold im-
purities, using the vacancy as a mediating link between
the two. )

The various t"-gap levels of the vacancy undergo lattice
relaxation to produce the b,E(0/+ ), AE(+ /2+ ),
KE(0/ —), and bE( —/2 —) electrical levels depicted in
Fig. 12(a). The interstitial behaves as a simple single
donor [Fig. 12(b)] with its E(0/+) level near (or just at)
the conduction-band minimum. %"hen an interstitial is
trapped in a vacancy site, it produces the (distorted) sub-
stitutional gold with levels depicted in Fig. 12(c). Its
valence-band resonances are related generically to those of
the interstitial system as illustrated by arrows in Fig. 12.
The levels that remain in the gap are related generically to
the vacancy levels. The level ordering is typical of a
positive- U system, except that when the substitutional and
interstitial impurities are considered simultaneously, one
finds the substitutional acceptor to be lower in the gap
than the interstitial donor, a typical "negative- U" ord.er-
ing.

It is interesting to compare the electrical levels of sub-
stitutional Si:Au to those of the silicon vacancy. Denot-
ing by N the number of electrons in the gap levels, we
have the N =0 systems V + and Au +, the N = 1 systems
V+ and Au +, the K=2 systems V and Au+, the X=3
systems V and Au, and finally, the N=4 systems V
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and Au . The N =2,3,4 system can show an
N=2~N=3 transition [first acceptor, AE ' (0/ ) in-
the vacancy or first donor, hE (+/0) in Si:Au] as well
as an N =3~N =4 transition [double acceptor
b,E '

( —/2 —) in the vacancy, first acceptor hE ' (0/ )—
in Si:Au]. For Si:Au we find the order of these levels to
be normal, i.e., the donor hE ' (+/0) is lower in the gap
than the acceptor b,E ' (0/ ). For the vacancy case—, the
information on the corresponding transitions hE ' (0/ )—
and b,E ' ( —/2 —) is incomplete, but V is known to ex-
ist, and the need to shine light on n-type silicon to pro-
duce V was interpreted in terms of the existence of V

FIG. 12. Correspondence between the one-electron energy
levels t, e, and a~ (light horizontal lines) and electrical levels

( —/2 —), (0/ —), (0/+), (+/2+), and (2+/3+) (thick hor-
izontal lines) of (a) the Si vacancy (data from Fig. 7 in Ref. 74),
(b) Si:Au;, and (c) Si:Au, . The one-electron energy levels depend
on their occupation number X through Coulomb repulsion U„,.
The electrical levels (q/q') correspond to the change in total en-

ergy when a center with X electrons in its gap level and charge
state A~(N) is transformed into the center 2 q (X') with a dif-
ferent number (X') of electrons in its gap level and, hence, a dif-
ferent charge state (q') as well. The dashed lines show the
correspondence between a pair of one-electron levels (e.g. , t" and
t') and its associated electrical level [e.g., ( —/2 —) for the va-

cancy, (0/ —) for Si:Au, ]. We have used U„,=0.25 eV for the
vacancy (Ref. 74), U„„=O.3 eV for Si:Au„and U„,„=0.025 eV
for Si:Au;, the last two are calculated here. The first and second
acceptor levels of the vacancy are Watkins's guesses for experi-
mental results [Fig. 7(c), Ref. 74]. The figure illustrates how the
one-electron levels and the electrical levels of Si:Au, can be
formed in the reaction vacancy +Si:Au;~Si:Au, .

(an EPR-invisible species) in this material. If an analogy
is drawn with the .corresponding states of gold, one would
expect for the Si vacancy that b,E ' (0/ —)=E„+0.35 eV
and b,E '

( —/2 —)=E„+0.63 eV. Experimental detec-
tion of the first and second acceptor levels in the Si vacan-
cy could shed light on the correspondence to the first-
donor and first-acceptor transition in Si:Au. The
N=0, 1,2 system can show an N=O~N=1 transition
[double donor AE '(2+ /+ ) for the vacancy, triple
donor AE '(3+/2+) for Si:Au], and an N= I~N=2
transition [single donor b,E" (+ /0) for the vacancy, dou-
ble donor AE' (2+ /+ ) or Si:Au]. For the Si vacancy,
the order of these transitions corresponds to an "Ander-
son negative-U" situation, i.e., the single donor (at
E, +0.05 eV) is lower in the gap than the double donor
(at E, +0.13 eV). Analogy with Si:Au would suggest the
double donor to be lower in energy than the triple donor;
however, both of these states in Si:Au are likely to reside
just below the valence-band maximum. This situation is
depicted in Fig. 12.

The reasons that the Si:Au N =2,3,4 system might ex-
hibit a positive- U behavior relative to the N=0, 1,2 va-
cancy system are (i) U„, for Si:Au is somewhat larger
than the corresponding value for the vacancy due to the
existence of a small d-orbital component in the former
case, and (ii) the elastic force-constant E coupling the de-
fect to the lattice is larger for Si:Au (where some bonds
with nearest-neighbor ligands are formed through the
tz" states) than for the Si vacancy (which lacks t " ).
Since the relaxation correction b, U~ (cf. Sec. VD) is in-
versely proportional to K, a smaller JT energy may be as-
sociated with Si:Au. Finally, note that even in the vacan-
cy system, the linear JT coupling constant for the
N =2,3,4 system is smaller than in the N =0, 1,2 system,
which suggests a weaker JT energy in the former case.

It is interesting to contrast this energy-level scheme
with the one recently proposed by Bagraev and Mashkov
to explain the extremely slow recombination tunneling
rates in Si:Au. They proposed negative- U ordering of
the levels of substitutional gold [the E(0/ —) acceptor at
E, +0.68 eV below the substitutional donor whose posi-
tion remains unspecified in their model], but a normal-
level ordering for interstitial gold [the E(0/+) donor at
-E,+0.35 eV, below the interstitial acceptor whose posi-
tion is also unspecified]. Hence, at the substitutional site
the lowest-energy species is Au, (below Au,+ and Au, ,
the latter being metastable), whereas at the interstitial site,
the lowest-energy species is Au; (below Au+ and Au, ).
The reason that Au; (and not Au,+) is the lowest-energy
species at the interstitial site is argued to be a new version
of the Anderson negative- U effect, ' where the electron-
phonon coupling constant for the substitutional-to-
interstitial jump is set to be zero for Au,+ and Au, . but
taken to be nonzero for Au, . While no justification is
given for the appropriateness of these assumptions for
Si:Au, the model does have the appealing feature of ex-
plaining the very slow Au; +e —+Au, reaction in terms of
an activated transition between the ground state of the in-
terstitial center Au;, to the ground state of the substitu-
tional center Au, . However, other interpretations are
also possible. Our calculation is consistent with the ob-
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served electrical levels, if a simple, positive- U-like order-
ing is assumed for the distorted substitutional site, and the
present calculation does not support the hypothesis of a
deep donor (at E„+0.35 eV) at the interstitial site. In-
stead, we find a very shallow. donor at (or above) E, —O. 1

eV. Reexamination of their experiment on the paramag-
netic center after prolonged optical pumping is needed.

The relative level arrangement for substitutional and in-
terstitial gold in Si suggests a simple mechanism for rel-
ative substitutional versus interstitial solubilities and its
doping dependence: a smaller enthalpy of solution (hence
larger solubility) is expected at the substitutional site due
to its deeper electrical levels. Other factors distinguishing
substitutional from interstitial binding energies to the lat-

tice include the different nature of their bonding states
(compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 8). The relative substitutional
solubilities of different group-IB impurities (or in dif-
ferent host crystals) is related, in turn, to the variations in
the positions and widths of the bonding tz" states that
are responsible for bond formation with the lattice.
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